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We prove that any torsion unit ol the integral group ring ZG is rationally con- 
jugate to a trivial unit if G = A x X with both A and X abelian, 1x1 < p for every 
prime p dividing IAl provided either 1x1 is prime or A ic cyclic. t 19X7 Academic 
Press, inc 
Let ‘@,(ZG) be the group of units of augmentation one of the integral 
group ring ZG of the finite group G and T@,(ZG) the set of torsion units 
contained therein. Then a conjecture of Zassenhaus says that for any 
u E T%, (ZG) there exists a group element g E G and a unit CL of the rational 
group algebra QG such that u = c1 -’ get. We shall use the symbol - for 
conjugation in @(QG), the unit group of QG. We state formally: 
UE Td$,(ZG)=>3geG such that u - g. (ZC) 
This conjecture has been confirmed for nilpotent class two groups in [7], 
metacyclic groups (a) >a (x) with (o(a), O(X))= 1 in [S] and metabelian 
groups A M X with faithful irreducible action of X on A in [9]. In this 
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paper we confirm the conjecture for some metabelian groups. Our main 
result is 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G = A x X with A abelian, X abelian of order m 
with m < p for every prime p dividing [Al. Suppose that either 
(a) m is prime (=q) or 
(b) A is cyclic ( = (a)). 
Then (ZC) holds for G. 
The approach of this paper is different from earlier works in the sense 
that we do not explicitly compute the representations for our group G. 
Instead, we represent the group G by matrices over ZA and work in 
(ZA),,, the ring of all m x m matrices over ZA. The torsion units of (ZA), 
which are of the form I+ B, BE (AA),, where AA is the augmentation 
ideal of ZA, are sufficiently constrained to yield strong information about 
their trace if m is small enough. With this information in hand we can 
prove (ZC) using an equivalent formulation (2.6). We suspect that our 
trace result (4.6), which is possibly of independent interest, is true for all 
(m, IAl) = 1. If so then it will go a long way towards proving (ZC) for 
G=A x A’, (IAl, 1X1)= I, A and Xabelian. 
2. AN EQUIVALENT FORMULATION OF (ZC) 
We recall some notation and a few well-known facts. For 
u = C uR g E ZG, we write il( g) = C,, -R Us, the sum of coefftcients in u over 
the conjugacy class of g E G. Let A = [ZG, ZG], the Z-linear span of all Lie 
products [x, y] = xy - yx, x, y E ZG. Then 
(2.1) A= a=xa,gEZG:d(g)=O for all g , 
[QG, QG] I-I ZG = A = [ZG, ZG], 
‘-xa,g” mod(A +pZG), ApcA+pZG. (2.3) 
(2.2) 
Proof See [S, p. 43. 
We shall also need Cliff’s formula 
(2.4.) If R is a ring with identity of characteristic p” where p is a 
prime, a, E R and k b n then 
( > i a, ‘=x (a,,a,,...ai~)pk~n+‘+;L, i= I 
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where s = p”- ‘, 1 E [R, R] and the sum on the right is over all s-tuples 
(i,, iz ,..., i,s) with 1 < ij < t. 
Proof: See [ 1, Lemma 11. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 02 he a subgroup of T%,(ZG). Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(a) For every u E 9X there exists a group element g E G such that u w g. 
(b) For every u = C uR g E @, there exists a g, E G, unique up to con- 
jugacy, such that ii(g,,) # 0. 
Proof. (a) =+ (b) Suppose (ZC) holds. Then u = ag,a ‘, cx E QG. 
Therefore, 
u-g,=crg,ol- ’ - g, = [ccg,, c(- ‘1 E [QG, QG] n ZG. 
Thus by (2.2) u-g,E/i and by (2.1) ii( 1 and ii(g)=0 for g + g,. 
(b)*(a) Assume that for every UE@ there is a unique ii #O. 
We shall prove that u - g,. We have 
u=p,g=ii(g&,+L /iEfl. 
Since u has augmentation one, we get 
u = go + 2. 
Then for any prime p, by (2.3 ), 
up = g; mod(n + pZG). 
Applying the assumption to up we have a unique Z(h) # 0 for some h E G. 
Thus up E h mod A and h = gap mod(/l + pZG). From this by going mod p 
we conclude that h N gg. We have 
up = g,p mod(n). 
Going one prime at a time we conclude 
uk = gi mod(n) for all natural numbers k. 
Hence x( uk) = x( g$) for all complex irreducible characters x of G. It follows 
by representation theory that u - g,, (cf. (1.2) of [7]) proving the theorem. 
In particular: 
THEOREM 2.6. (ZC) holds for G o for every u = C u, g E T%, (ZG) there 
exists a g, E G, unique up to conjugacy, with ii( go) # 0. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let u E T%,(ZG) and g, E G and p 
P I4go), P :, o(u) * fi(g,) = 0. 
a prime. Then 
Proof: First, we observe that there is an infinity of k’s such that O(U) 
divides ( pk - 1). We fix one such k > n. Then z/ = U. By Cliffs formula, we 
have 
( ) 
Pk lA= Cugg= cu&! 
= c ( ui, U,?. . . uJ-“” ( gi, g, . ‘. g$-“+I + J, 
with A E A + p”ZG, s = p” - I. Take k so large that all orders of 
(g,;.. g,y+“” appearing on the right hand side are relatively prime to p. 
Then fi( g,) = 0 mod p”. Increasing n we conclude that ii( g,) = 0 as desired. 
Let A 4 G. It is well known that ZG imbeds in (ZA), where m = (G: A). 
If A is abelian and UH U then one can compute tr U. We reproduce this 
well known fact here. Write G = Uy Ax;, so, ZG=Cy ZAx,. Let 
24 = C uR g. Suppose 
xi24 = 1 fi,(u) x,. 
Then UH U = [Lj(u)] E (ZA), is an embedding. Observe that 
x,u=~u,xig=~ c ug(xi gx,p ’ ) x~ 
R j g:.~,g.r,~ ’ E A 
trU=C C 24,(x, gx;-- ‘) 
i g..r,g\-,-‘GA 
Writing C, for the class sum of a we have obtained the formula 
tr U= 1 ii(a)(C,(a): A) C, 
UET 
(2.8) 
where T is a set of representatives of conjugacy classes in G of elements 
of A. 
641 25 3.7 
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DEFINITION. For 1 z,a E ZA we write C ,-,,a 2 0 if ;,, 3 0 holds for all 
aEA. 
NOW, we prove an important consequence of the above formulation 
of (ZC). 
THEOREM 2.9. Let G = A >a X with A ahelian and (IA 1, JXJ ) = 1. Then 
u-gforsomeg~G,hold~forallu~T~(l+d(G,A))otrU~O. 
Proof: (a) follows from (2.5) and (2.8). 
(t ) Now suppose that tr U b 0. We have by (2.8) 
tr U=C ii(a)(C,(a): A) C,>O. 
L1 
Thus ii(a) Z 0 for all a E A. Also, ii(g) = 0 for all g 4 A by (2.7), and [2, 
Lemma 3.11. But C fi( g) = 1. Therefore, there is a unique a, E A such that 
z7(a,) # 0, proving the theorem. 
We shall also need 
THEOREM 2.10. Let G = A >a X with A ahelian. Let u E T%,(ZG) with 
(o(u), 1 A 1) = 1. Then u - v for some v E 04?l ZX. Moreover if X is abelian then 
u ‘v x, s E x. 
Proof. This is [6, Theorem 23. We should remark that commutativity 
of X is needed only to say that VEX. 
3. I-UNITS OF (ZA), 
Let us consider the embedding ZG-+ (ZA),,, where G = A >a X, A is 
abelian and X = ( 1 = x, ,..., x,}. Then for a E A, 
(a-l)-+ 1;’ ar’L1.~~a~rm~~ 
and it follows that for UE 1 + A(G, A) we have 
u-+ UEZ+(AA),,,. 
We call such units Z-units in analogy with the l-units q,(ZG): namely, a 
unit U of (ZA), x m is said to be an Z-unit if U becomes Z after substituting 
a = 1 for all a E A. We denote this group of units by %,(ZA)m. We need 
some properties of these units. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let U be a torsion Z-unit of (ZA),. Then o(U) divides the 
order of A. 
To prove this theorem we need 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a be an element of prime order p. Then any torsion unit 
of the form Z+ p(a- l)V, VE (Z(a)),,, is equal to I. 
Proof. Suppose that Z+ p(a - 1) V is a torsion unit of prime order q. 
Then Z=(Z+p(a- 1) V)Y=Z+qp(a- 1) V+($)p’(a- I)* V,+ ... + 
pY(a- 1)“ V, for some V;E (Z(a)),. This implies 
-q(a- 1) V=p(a- 1)’ V, 
for some V, E (Z(a)),. 
First suppose that q # p. Then in the ring of matrices over the p-adic 
group ring Z,(a) we find that (a - 1) V is a multiple of p. Repeating this 
we conclude that (a - 1) V is divisible by all powers of p and hence is zero. 
Now, let q = p. Then we have 
-p*(a- 1) V= ; p2(a- l)* V,+ ... 
0 
+ pP(a- l)p VP. 
Remembering that (a-l)P=p(a-l)/3, PeZ(a) [2, p. 1761, we con- 
clude 
-(a- 1) V=p(a- 1) V, for a suitable V,. 
Thus again as in the last case (a - 1) V= 0, as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First suppose that A = (a) is of prime order p. 
Then W = Z+ (a - 1) B implies that 
U”=Z+p(a- 1) B+ (a-l)‘B,+ ... +(a-l)PBp 
But since (a- l)“=p(a- l)/?, pEZ(a) we get 
V=Z+p(a- 1) V, VE Wa>L. 
It follows by (3.2) that Up = Z and we are done. 
Now, let A be an arbitrary finite abelian group which is not of prime 
order. Let p be a prime dividing IAl and let A + 2 be an epimorphism with 
IAl = p and kernel N. Then 
U”=Z+M with ME (d(A, IV)),. 
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The embedding ZA -+ (ZN),, k= (A : N) induces the embedding 
(d(A, IV)),-+ (AN),,. Thus by induction, the image of (Z+M), which 
belongs to I+ (AN),,, is of order a divisor of INI. We conclude that U is 
of order dividing 1 A 1 as desired. 
We shall need certain representations of (ZA), where A is cyclic of order 
n. These representations are induced from those of A = (a). Let c be a 
fixed primitive nth root of unity. Recall that 
Q(a) = f QK“h where a -+ f [” (3.3) 
din din 
is an isomorphism. This induces an embedding 
mm-: GWIL 
where 
U= U(U)H~ T;cl(U). 
We have T,J U) = U( i”). Since for a torsion U E I + (AA ), , o( U) divides ]A I 
the order of Tc( U) also divides IAl. We need to make one more obser- 
vation. 
Suppose that U, A and < are as above. Let A = Al(a”l”) where 
d is a divisor of n. Let q = id. Then TJ U) = T,( 8) where D is 
the image of U under A --+ 2. (3.4) 
Proqf: Let U = [,f;,(a)], Tjd( U) = [fJ<“)]. Then 
D = CJij(m T,(U)= U&N 
is well defined as 5 + ye is a homomorphism. We conclude 
T,,(u) = T,d( U). 
COROLLARY 3.5. I” dl n then the order of Trd( U) divides nJd. 
4. TRACE OF U 
Let tr U = 1 z,a be the matrix trace of UE (ZA),. Recall that we say 
tr U>O if z,>O for all UEA. 
4.1, MAIN LEMMA. Let A = (a), IAl = n. Suppose that U is a torsion 
I-unit of (ZA), where m < p for all prime divisors p of n. Then tr U 3 0. 
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Proof. Let [ be a fixed primitive nth root of unity. Let dl n: then we 
know by (3.1) that the order of U is a divisor of n and thus the order of 
Ti( U) divides n and by (3.5) the order of T,d( U) divides n/d. Then we can 
write i VI T,(U)=U([)- . . I 1 ( i ‘n, i da1 Tp(U)=U(jd)- 1 I . . ) ai = a,(d). 5 dam 
We shall show that after a rearrangement of the subscripts we have 
(“z, = p, i.e., T&U”) N Tid( U). From this it follows by (3.3) that tr U = 
xy a” > 0 as required. If we proceed one prime at a time we have only to 
prove 
T;k( UP) - T@(U) for kJn, p/n, p a prime. 
By changing the group to 2= AJ(u”‘~), as pointed out in (3.4) we have 
only to prove 
T&U”)- T&U) for a prime divisor p of n. (4.2) 
then we must show that Ipy8 = ipPC for all i, after a rearrangement. Recall 
that U = U(a) E It (AA),, and thus its characteristic polynomial is 
So, writing 
xvcu,(z) E (z - 1)” (mod AA). 
Xu&) = Zrn -f,(a)zm~‘+~2(a)Z~-2- ..’ +(-l)“f,(a) 
we conclude that the augmentation offi is (T), 1 < i 9 m. We have 
xUtr,(Z)=Zm-f,(i)Zm~l + ... + (- 1 )“f,({) =n (z-[“‘), 
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We claim 
fi (~--(~‘~)=fi (z-ipL”) (mod p(ip- 1)). (4.3 1 
I I 
Fix an I with 0 < 16 m and let a,({“‘,..., iYm) be the Ith symmetric function 
in CL” ,..., iYm. Then 
.f/cr, = a,(i” ,...) i’“) = c Skjk, 
where sk is the number of times <‘ig . . . <‘>I= ik. Therefore x sk = (‘7). 
Moreover, f,(a) = C cia’ with C c, = (7) as observed above. Write 
ci=si+Ai. Then 
Thus the nth cyclotomic polynomial dbi divides x i~,xyi and (x - 1 )/C k,x’. 
Therefore. 
1 E+u’ = f$;(r)(x - 1 ) /3(x) 
and 
1 UP’ = 4;(i”MiP - 1) B(i”) 
= (d;(i)“+ PY)(i’- 1) /3(1”) 
= PY(iP - 1) B(i”) 
= pu(i” - 1). x E Z[[]. 
Observe that we have from the definition of sk that 
CT,((““‘,,..) [I%) = c iPi, . . <PI/ = 1 (p, . . . [‘tiy = 1 skyk. 
Hence, 
.f;(i” 1 = o,(i’)h” ,..., (“““) = c cJ”i = c s,jl” + c ;L,Ji” 
= a,( [P”‘)...) iP”“) + pu(i” - 1). 
This proves (4.3). 
We now assert 
The congruence n;l (z - [P’j) 3 JJT; (z - [“pJ) mod(p([P- l)), 
m < p is an equality if [ is a p-power root of unity or if 
m<(p-1). (4.4) 
We shall consider p-values in Q(c). Suppose p’ln, p* + ’ 1 n. Then u(p) = 
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(p - 1) psp ’ and if [’ is a root of unity of order p’, t 3 1 then 
U( 1 - [‘) = p’ ~ ‘. Plugging in c P”I for z in the given congruence, we obtain 
~(~p”‘-~p~~)=p(iP-l)., czEZ[[], 
(i [““‘(l -[ PlPz- VI’) = p({P - 1 ) c(. 
Suppose that no [p’I’lpv’)= 1, i.e., [““‘Zip” for any i. We compute the 
p-values of both sides of the above equation. If [p’~l~“‘) has order not a 
p-power, then ~(1 -cp@--l”))=O [4, p. 731. Suppose the order of jp(p8--y’) 
is p’s, r;bl: then 
41 -i P(/l,~~I))=ps--I,~p.s- 1. 
Thus the value of the left-hand side 6 Cy p” ~ ’ and the value of the right- 
hand side > pI ~ ‘(p - 1) + ~(5” - 1). Since m< (p - 1) we have a con- 
tradiction if m < (p - 1) or if c is a p-power root of unity. Thus some 
4 ‘M = (““I. After renaming we assume [““I = [p”l and get 
c (z-rpVC)=fi (z-(““~) mod(p([P- 1)). 
2 
This we have concluded as 
(z-[““‘)h(z)=O mod(p(<P- 1)) implies h(z) z 0 mod(p([P-- 1)). 
Now repeating the argument we complete the proof of (4.4). 
We have seen 
The assertion (4.2) is true if m < (p - 1) or if [ is a p-power root 
of unity. (4.5) 
In order to complete the proof of the lemma we have to prove (4.2) in 
general. 
We first observe that [p(flc,--rl) ha s p-power order as otherwise counting 
the p-values as above we get a contradiction. Now, write n = p”l, p I/ with 
p the smallest prime dividing n. We know by (4.5) that if q is another prime 
dividing n then TCy( U) N rC( U)y. Thus 
r p 
U([')= T,/(U)- T&U)'= U(i)'- . . 
. I i 
%J 
PPll 
U(['")= T[/p(U)- T&J)'= U(c")'- . . 
. 1. 1 P!+l~ 
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Writing A=A/(a”), q =c’ we have seen in (3.4) that D(q)= U([‘), 
D(ylp) = U(j@). Since 1 is a p-group we conclude that D(Y,I~) - Ok. Thus 
U(jlp) - I!J([‘)~ and we get 
[PVJ= pd, jW-PlllV= 1, 
Therefore, ipvt = ipfll as desired. 
Now, we extend the last result to abelian groups A. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let A be an abelian group. Suppose that U is a torsion 
I-unit of (ZA ),. Suppose that m < p for all primes p dividing ] Al. Then 
tr U20. 
Proof: We use induction on IAl. If A is cyclic then the result is the main 
lemma. Write tr U= C z,a. Let A be noncyclic and p a prime divisor of 
/A(. Let C be a cyclic subgroup of A of order p. Then letting 0 be the 
image of U under A -+ A = A/C we have tr D > 0. Therefore, CLIE c z, 2 0. 
Thus by summing over all cyclic subgroups of order p we have 
o<c 1 ilu= 1 z,+z,(t-1) (4.7) 
c OCEC UGA,, 
with A, = {u E A 1 ap = 1 f and t = the number of cyclic subgroups of order 
p. We claim 
c z,<m. (4.8) 
oeA,, 
If A = A, then m = the augmentation of tr U and we have equality. 
Otherwise, 
m= C z,= 1 z,+ 1 1 z, 
UEA USA,, YE.2 UE.VAp 
where A = A/A, and 0 = U mod A,. Since by induction each 2, b 0, we 
have Z, dm as claimed. By (4.7) and (4.8) we have 
O,<m+z,(t- l)<p+z,(t- 1). 
We choose a prime p so that A, is noncyclic and thus t >, p + 1. Thus 
2, > -p/(t- l)> -1, 
which proves that z, >, 0. Now considering (a- ’ U) we conclude that z, 2 0, 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
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5. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
We need some information about elements g of our group G whose 
orders are divisible by primes from IA ( as well as 1x1. We call these 
elements of mixed order. The next result is easy. 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) Let G= A >a X, A abelian, X of prime order q, q[ IAl. 
Then every element g E G of mixed order is of the form ag, , a central, a E A, 
g’:= 1. 
(b) Let G= A >a X, A = (a), X abelian of order m with (m, IAI) = 1. 
Then for every element g = ax, x # 1, x E X, a E A whose order is divisible by 
all primes dividing /A /, x is central. 
Proof: (a) By [3, pp. 69 and 1773 we can write A = A,, x A, where A, 
and A, are normal in G, and A, = {a E A I a-‘= a for all XE X}. Let 
g=a,a,x, a,EA,, a,EA,, l#x~X. Then 
because X = (x ). We have 
g=aoglT a, central, gl =alx with gy= 1. 
(b) This is Lemma 2.3 of [S]. 
5.2. Proof of The Main Theorem 
First, let UE 1 + A(G, A) then UE T%,(ZA),. It follows by (4.6) that 
tr U> 0. Hence by (2.9) u - g for some g E G. 
Now, suppose that U$ 1 + A(G, A). Then O(U) does not divide [Al. If O(U) 
is a divisor of m then it follows by (2.10) that u-x, XE X and thus 
ii = 1, ii(g) = 0 for g not conjugate to x. If some prime divisor p of IAl 
does not divide O(U) then we write A = A, x A,,, A, the Sylow p-subgroup 
of A. Therefore, G = A, >a G,, G, = A,. >a X, and O(U) divides lG,l. Then we 
are done by (2.10) and induction. Thus we can assume that O(U) is divisible 
by all primes dividing IAl and by a prime divisor q of m. We shall now use 
(5.1) for the two groups G of our main Theorem. 
Case (a). By (5.1), if g E G is an element of mixed order then g can be 
written as ag, , a E A, a central and g4 = 1. By the argument on p. 103 of 
[S] we have 
u=g mod(AG AA), 
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where O(U) = o(g) is mixed. Thus u sag, mod (AC AA) with a central and 
gr= 1. Then 
u = (UC’)= g, mod(dG AA). 
Thus o(u)=o(g,)=q and u-x, XEG by (2.10). Thus u-a,~. 
Case (b). Again by [8, p. 1033 we have 
u z g mod(AG AA 1, o(u) = o(g). 
Thus by (5.1 )(b) we have g = ux, a E A, x E X, x central; and 
v = ux ’ = a mod(AG AA), o(u)=o(a). 
Thus u E 1 mod A(G, A) and by the first part 
P-U,, %lEA, u-xu,. 
In both Cases (a) and (b) we have proved (ZC). 
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